Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION
As the use of email for the communication is increasing, the number of unwanted 'spam' is also increasing [1] . For example, there's the occasional joke sent in mass from friend to friends and back again, or that all-important virus alert, or the occasional inspiration, etc [2] .
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Most readers spend large amount of time detecting such messages [3] .There is also cost related to server which manages the large amount of emails related to the system. When large number of messages are sent in bulk by the spammers, it adversely affects the performance of the system. Users have to pay long distance connection charges which increases with the unwanted messages. Most of the spammers send the emails in fraudulent way, by using the software which hides the identity [2] . There are various ways which spammers uses to get the email addresses. They buy it from various companies and acquire email addresses and sometimes they also hack the account.
Image Spam is an e-mail solicitation that uses graphical images of text to avoid filters [4] . Recently, though, it reached an unprecedented level of sophistication and took off. A year ago, fewer than five out of 100 e-mails were image spam. There are various aims of using images in email, from simply making the email more attractive, or adding a look of professionalism, to attempting to evade text based spam filters and signatures. The use of remote images in particular has been steadily increasing over the last 16 months.
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The basic idea behind image spam is that it is difficult to detect using spam filtering software designed to detect patterns in text in the plain-text E-mail body [5] in image spam are easily defeated because optical character recognition of text in image spam can be prevented using a variety of obfuscation techniques which will not prevent the spam image from being read by human beings [3] . Obfuscation techniques can include , blurring of text outlines , construction of the image from multiple image layers assembled within an HTML e-mail use of animated image formats, random noise added to the image (also known as confetti) to prevent the detection of multiple similar images using hash algorithms.
Currently, the surest known countermeasure for image spam is to discard all messages containing images which do not appear to come from an already white listed E-mail address. However, this has the disadvantage that valid messages containing images from new correspondents must either be silently discarded, or that bogus "backscatter" bounce messages must necessarily be generated to the reply-to addresses in junk mail messages, enabling denial-of-service attacks by spammers, as well as a directory harvesting attack. OCR works by measuring the geometry and structure in images, searching for shapes that match the shapes of letters, then converting a matched geometric shape into real text. To defeat OCR, spammers upset the geometry of letters by changing the colors, so that OCR can't recognize a letter even as the human eye easily recognizes it. The effect is something like blurred characters in an eye test. [7] C. ǣ If OCR catches up to the color tricks in image spam, a spammer's next defense is word splitting. By dividing the image and leaving space in between the pieces, any image the OCR engine is examining is only a piece of a letter with its own distinct geometry.
Instead of word splitting, some spammers have employed a ransom note technique in which each letter in the spam message is its own image, and each letter image includes background noise and other baffling techniques. A program cobbles together randomized letter images to make words. The effect looks like a classic ransom note with a mishmash of letters cut out from magazines.
[13]
D. ǣ
Many filters can intercept mass mailings based on their sameness. Images, though, can be altered easily without disturbing the message inside them. Thus one spam message will arrive as dozens of differently shaped images, and each time the colors of the text images will have changed, as will the randomly generated speckling and pixel and word salads. No two images are alike despite the fact that they carry similar messages.
II. IMAGE SPAM DETECTION
Various anti spam technologies are proposed in filtering text based spam emails which usually compare the contents of emails against specific keywords. The latest image spam is not possible to detect by the most anti spam software. Consequently, variety of methodology has been implemented in current anti spam system to filter the image spam. 
A. Classification Based on contents
In [8] author used probabilistic tress to detect the spam images in email. It has made use of global image features to train classifier to distinguish the spam images.
[9] used a fast and low-cost feature extraction and classification framework to find the large amounts of image spam using decision tress and support vector machines. The authors also compare SVM classifier with the decision tree method. It has been proved that SVM classifier is better.
B. Classification Based on text properties
[10] used low-level image processing techniques in order to detect one of the characteristics of most image spam. It proposed method to detect the presence of noisy text into an image. The output was in the form of crisp value in the range or some real value. The presence of noisy text was considered as key to distinguish the spam.
C. Classification Based on image features
Many researchers used images features to filter the imagespam mails. In [11] features of images are divided into two major classes viz, the high-level features and the low-level features.
i.
The high level features refers to the file name, file size, file format, and so on. [11] used these feature to identify image spam. ii. The low level features includes color, shape, etc.
In image processing and photography, a color histogram is a representation of the distribution of colors in an image. For digital images, a color histogram represents the number of pixels that have colors in each of a fixed list of color ranges, that span the image's color space, the set of all possible colors.The color histogram can be built for any kind of color space, although the term is more often used for threedimensional spaces like RGB or HSV. For monochromatic images, the term intensity histogram may be used instead. For multi-spectral images, where each pixel is represented by an arbitrary number of measurements (for example, beyond the three measurements in RGB). 
V . FUTURE SCOPE
The aim is to investigate the features of image spam and select an optimum feature to classify the same using maximum likelihood classifier. The idea is to develop a method to filter spam based on image content, rather than text content Performance of the system will be then measured in terms of the accuracy and precision.
